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Term 2 - Week  9, 2019 

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ GREENHILLS 2019 

 

Welcome to the newsletter this week. We are now well and truly in the rush to the end of the term. As usual, there is a hive of activity 

across the school with our teachers involved in planning days for Term 3. Greenhills is certainly a vibrant and engaging place to learn 

(and work!) 

 

THANK YOU JOANNE THOM 
I am pleased to announce that our school was successful in obtaining a $500 grant. This was part of the Department of Education & 

Training - Maintenance Grants, for the Victorian School Garden Program.  

 

A big thank you to Joanne Thom (parent) for her work in liaising with the school to obtain these valuable funds.  The grant is targeted 

at redeveloping our Vertical Garden in the Cultural Centre courtyard. This project will commence at our working bee this Sunday, with 

removal of the dead plants in the garden and the repair of any of the damaged infrastructure. The use of the funds will be to replant 

with smaller species that will be able to be maintained in the long term. 

 

 

 

 

Friday 21st June 3pm Assembly 
PA BBQ 

Sunday 23rd June 9am –12pm WORKING BEE 

Monday 24th June 6:45pm School Council 

Thursday 27th June Year 5 Leadership Excursion to Montmorency Secondary College 

Friday 28th June Last day of Term 2 
2:30pm Finish (2pm Assembly) 

  

Monday 15th July First Day of Term 3 

Friday 19th July 9am Year 5/6 Interschool Sport 
3pm Whole School Reflection 

Friday 26th July 9am Year 5/6 Interschool Sport 
3pm Assembly 

Tuesday 30th July Class of 2018 Re-Union 

Friday 2nd August 9am Year 5/6 Interschool Sport 
3pm Whole School Reflection 

Wednesday 7th August Experience Greenhills — Prep 2020 Transition— Literacy 
9:30am-10;30am/ 11:30am—12:30pm / 2:00 pm—3:00 pm 

Friday 26th July 9am Year 5/6 Interschool Sport 
3pm Assembly 
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STAFF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING UPDATE  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our staff had a very productive day last Friday. As the saying goes, a picture says 1,000 words - so here is a 4,000 word summary of the 

day! Ashley Dunne continued our professional learning focus around spelling, with a particular focus on the spelling strategies. Our 

staff also worked in their respective Professional Learning Teams (PLT’s) around a Masterstock / Masterchef cooking analogy to 

collaboratively develop our school vision and the culture required to deliver it. This is an important part of developing our new 

Strategic Plan.  

 

Each of our PLT’s “Greenhills Masterstock” posters will be displayed next to where the lost property is stored in the main building. I 

encourage you to have a look and see what resonates with you as we will also be gathering parent and student’s feedback into this 

process. 

 

SEMESTER 1 - STUDENT REPORTS 
Next Wednesday, you will be able to access your child's Semester 1 Report and Curriculum Trackers via the Parent Portal on Sentral. 

  

This semester, we were impressed by the effort that our students have put into their learning. Whilst I kept a close eye on the 

academic outcomes, I also looked carefully at the assessment of each student’s effort and attitude. To me these are the most 

important indicators of future success and being able to fulfil potential. 

 

I was also really impressed with the way our students have reflected on their learning through detailed and insightful comments in the 

“Student Self-Reflection” section. This part of the learning cycle, which is known as metacognition, is critically important. Effective 

learning involves planning and goal setting, monitoring ones progress and adapting as needed. By supporting our students to develop 

these skills (which can all be learnt) we can improve learning.  
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The key in all of this is to remember that a student's ability to become a self-regulated (i.e., metacognitive) learner is understanding 

that one's ability to learn is a skill that develops over time rather than a fixed trait, inherited at birth. Students who believe that the 

ability to learn can improve over time have greater levels of achievement, even after controlling for prior achievement (Henderson and 

Dweck, 1990). These students set reasonable learning goals for themselves and have the self-efficacy to choose and use productive 

learning strategies. These strategies then result in learning gains. Moreover, students can be taught that their ability to learn can 

improve over time; those who learn this simple lesson show increased motivation to learn and improved grades (Aronson et al., 2002; 

Blackwell et al., 2007). 

Here is a selection of student reflections from our 2019 Semester 1 Reports. I think you will agree that they provide clear evidence of 

our student’s ability to articulate the specific strategies they are using in their learning in different subject areas, and most importantly 

their growing commitment to being responsible learners. 

 

I am proud that I can make to ten. My goal is to stretch out my words when writing and to make sure my writing is neat”. – Prep 

student 

 

“I am proud of climbing up the ladder in writing every time I form letters correctly. My goal is to sound out words and record letters 

for the sounds I hear”. – Prep student  

 

“This semester I have enjoyed learning about Writing because I’m getting better at spelling. I’m sounding out and I’m using spelling 

sounds like ai, a-e and ae. An achievement I have had in my learning is my Maths because I can do take-aways. I couldn’t do high 

numbers, I could only do low numbers. Now I can do them in the thousands. One of my learning goals is when I am reading. If a 

sentence doesn’t make sense I go back to the first word and read it again so it makes sense. It has to make sense so you know what 

is happening”. – Year 2 student 

 

“This semester I have enjoyed playing with my friends. I have enjoyed Inquiry because I am learning about different animals by 

looking at videos, computers and books to find out more information about them. An achievement I have had in my learning is 

vertical addition in Buddy Maths because each lesson I learn more and more. One of my learning goals is to put capital letter in the 

right spot when I am writing, like after a full stop and if it is the start of a name of something. I sometimes put capital letters in but 

sometimes I don’t. I want to get better and remember to keep doing it all the time and if I forget I can edit to put them in”. – Year 2 

student 

 

“This Semester I have enjoyed the Athletics Carnival and creative writing. An achievement I have had in my learning is reading 

because I have tried my best with fluency and my comprehension. My learning goal is to use emotive language in my persuasive 

writing. I will achieve this by looking around the room for resources like posters, word walls and editing my work”. - Year 3 student 

 

“This semester I have enjoyed going to Inquiry and learning how to save the animals and environment and humans. It is interesting 

to learn new ways to save the environment. An achievement I have had in my learning is adding and subtracting decimals at target 

Maths. I like the tricks and ways to figure out the decimal sums. One of my learning goals is to use better powerful words in my 

writing instead of boring adjectives”. – Year 2 student  

 

My highlight of this semester so far is the leadership meetings and excursions that I got to experience because it let me extend my 

leadership skills. I also get to meet up with other teachers like Miss Fedele which is great because than I can have not just my 

classroom teacher but another teacher sharing their thoughts and different teaching techniques. I think I could improve on sharing 

my ideas in class because I believe that I’m being too shy and just need to put my hand up even if it’s wrong or right. I can achieve 

this by putting my hand up and not worrying about if it’s right or not. Also by thinking that you don’t learn if you don’t make 

mistakes.” – Year 6 student.  

 

You can see what I mean! How wonderful are they?! I encourage you to download and print your child’s report and then read it with 

them. In particular, have a close look at the Learning Confidence / Attitude section which outlines in more detail each of the elements 

associated with our School Values, Growth Mindset and Learning Skills.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/affective/efficacy.html
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SOME IMPORTANT DATES FOR TERM 3: 
With the newsletter next week, I will include a Term 3 calendar. This provides families with a list of dates for the different activities we 

have organised next term.  

 

One of the most important dates to remember is: 

 Wednesday 11th September – Student Led Conferences (Variation to School Hours Day). On this day students only attend 
school for the duration of their conference. We will then be running individual Student Led Conferences for students and their 
parents / carers from 9.00am until 6.50pm on this day. 

 

LAST DAY OF TERM – FINISH AT 2.30PM 
A reminder that on our last day this term, Friday 28th June we will finish at 2.30pm. There will be an assembly prior to this at 2pm. 

 

ASK THE PRINCIPAL 
Don’t forget that if you ever have a question that you would like answered – please email it to me and I will include it in our “Ask 

the Principal” section of our newsletter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

James Penson 

Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Birthday to the following students celebrating their birthdays: 

Indie L,  Zoe P, Alannah G, Ella M, Degife R,  Dakota C,  

Amelie T, Edmund H 
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NEWS FROM THE OFFICE 

Greenhills Uniform Shop -  change of location 

Dear Greenhills Community, 

Due to the hall refurbishment, which is due to commence next term, we will be relocating the Primary School Wear uniform shop from 
its current location at the school, to the PSW store in South Morang. 

The last uniform shop day at Greenhills will be Tuesday 18th June. The PSW South Morang will commence operation on Monday 9th 
July. Click relocation details here. 

Ordering online is available from PSW website www.psw.com.au and will be delivered to your nominated address. Delivery charges 
will apply.  

    

Confidential Student Information/Medical Updates  
It is very important that you keep us informed of any changes relating to your child’s personal details.  

Please notify us immediately of any modifications relating to family/student details; emergency contacts, medical, address and in 

particular phone numbers and email addresses.  

 

CSEF (Camps, Sports & Excursion Fund) 

Applications for the 2019 CSEF close on Friday 28 June. 

The fund provides a payment of $125 for eligible primary school students to be used towards camps, sports and excursion costs for the 
benefit of the student.  

Families holding a valid means-tested concession card are eligible to apply, as well as certain students and families who fall into a 
special consideration category. 

If you are eligible and haven’t claimed for this already, please download the Application form from our Website, or come into the 
office. 
 

Term 2 Parent Payments  
Just a reminder to families that chose to pay their School Fees by Term Instalments – the fees were due the first week of Term 2, so if 
you haven’t paid them, please ensure you contact the office ASAP or pay via QKR.   

 
Third term fees are due by the end of Week 1 Term 3.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

Kate , Nicole & Anne  

School Administration Team   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

file://///4893AFS01/Users/GPS_UNIFORMS/PSW/PSW%202019/PSW%20Uniforms%20South%20Morang%20Relocation%20DL%20Flyer%20v2.pdf
http://www.psw.com.au
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YEAR 5/6 STUDENT ACTION TEAM 

Dear Parents/Grandparents, 

As one of our major projects this year we are planning to yarn bomb one of the trees in the Green Hills area 

and we need your help! The 5/6 Art Action Team will be teaching other students how to finger knit, knit, 

crochet, make pom poms and weave. Through this process we hope to gather enough pieces to 

combine together in a yarn bombing installation, and make the school a more colourful and 

interesting place.  If you have spare yarn or wool at home, preferably bright colours and not too 

thin, we would be delighted if you could bring it in. 

We would also appreciate it if any knitters or crocheters in the Greenhills community could assist us by knitting or 

crocheting shapes (e.g. squares, rectangles) that we can connect together to wrap the trees.  

There will be a collection box located at the main office area where donations can be placed.  

Thank you for your help  

The Year 5/6 Art Action Team 

 

WHAT’S HAPPENING @ GREENHILLS  Teaching and Learning 

Don’t forget to check out the Blogs 

 

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN PREP?     http://prepsatgreenhills.global2.vic.edu.au/   

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN GRADE 1   http://greenhillsgrade1.global2.vic.edu.au  

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN GRADE 2   http://greenhillspslevel2.global2.vic.edu.au/  

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN GRADE 3  & 4 http://grade34ghps.global2.vic.edu.au  

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN GRADE 5 & 6  http://grade56l.global2.vic.edu.au/ 

 

SCHOOL BANKING 

PLEASE HAND YOUR BANKING BOOKS TO THE OFFICE PRIOR TO THURS MORNING for PROCESSING 
 
*New savers welcome* 
Accounts can be started online https://www.commbank.com.au/personal/kids/school-banking.html 
or at a Commonwealth Bank branch.         
  
Bring your bank books to school by Wednesday each week, with your 2019 class marked on the front.  
 
The Commonwealth Bank donate money to Greenhills Primary School from student banking, so the more you save, the more you are 
helping your school.. win win! 

 
BREAD TAGS FOR WHEELS 

Bread Tags for Wheels is a foundation that collects bread tags, sells them to a recycler and uses that money to purchase  a wheelchair 
for those in need.  Parade College is currently collecting bread tags to help a fellow student and has asked for 
our help.  

Bread tags come in many shapes, sizes and colours. Made of High Impact Polystyrene they have a good 
recycling value. It takes 200 bread bags full of tags that are packed into 10 black bags or 200 kg of tags to 
bring in enough money to buy one wheelchair. Having a wheelchair gives the recipient independence and 
mobility and this makes a big difference to their families as well. 

There is a tub at the office if you wish to help this cause. More information on the foundation can be found at  

http://www.breadtagsforwheelchairs.co.za/    

http://prepsatgreenhills.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://greenhillsgrade1.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://greenhillspslevel2.global2.vic.edu.au
http://greenhillspslevel2.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://grade34ghps.global2.vic.edu.au
http://grade56l.global2.vic.edu.au
http://grade56l.global2.vic.edu.au/
http://www.breadtagsforwheelchairs.co.za
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK   - PRESENTED AT ASSEMBLY on FRIDAY 21st JUNE 
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NAME CLASS REASON 

Jessica P Prep BH Jessica, I love the way you are always so positive. You give everything a go and when you don't know something you say in a happy voice "I 
don't know it yet, but I will learn it". You are a pleasure to have in Prep BH. 

Harper M Prep BH For trying his personal best during writing time to climb up the ladder of Success. Harper, I love the way you are now rereading your writing 
to make sure it makes sense. Keep it up! 

Addisyn L Prep CM For showing her love of learning every day! Addisyn your love of learning shows in all of your tasks, it is wonderful to see how much you have 
achieved in your short time at school, Keep it up Superstar! 

Chin Chin L Prep CM For speaking with confidence during Share and Learn. Well done Chin Chin on using a big voice when sharing with the class. I am so proud of 
you! 

Malayla H Prep KO For becoming a more confident learner and showing us what you can achieve. Malayla, you should feel proud of all that you are sharing and 
learning. You are amazing! 

Maeve O Prep KO For climbing up the ladder of success to achieve her writing goal Maeve, your writing improves every day and we love how you include 
everything you learn to keep improving as a writer. You are a Superstar!  

Felix R Prep SM For being such a caring and supportive member of our class. Felix we love how you always give positive feedback to your peers and celebrate 
the good things they do. Well done on making our classroom such a happy place to be! 

Jimmy M Prep SM For seeing your enthusiasm for writing! Jimmy your information report on cows was amazing! Keep up the amazing work 

Jack M 1AD Jack is improving his reading and writing so much this term! He is such a hard worker and we are so proud of the effort he puts in every day! 
You are a superstar! 

Lucy B 1RG For your amazing efforts in writing. I love how focused you are in writing Lucy and how you are pushing towards your goal. 
Jack O 1RG For your fantastic writing. You have been extremely focused on your writing Jack and setting yourself goals to succeed further. Keep it up! 

Ava W 1RM For making great improvements with her reading. Ava loves to read as is evident by her beautiful smile whenever we read or do reading 
activities. She reads at home every night and this regular practice has helped her reading aloud to sound interesting as she uses expression. 

Lila G 1RM Lila is a descriptive writer who has proudly published a narrative titled 'Parrot Babies.' She includes many powerful writing devices such as 
onomatopoeia and 'power of three.' Congratulations Lila bumping up your writing to be your best. 

Stella H 2BJ For your kindness and positive attitude you display at school every day! You always listen, use your manners and look out for and include 
everyone in 2BJ. I am so proud of everything you are achieving Stella, keep it up superstar! 

Charlotte S 2RS For the confidence and growth mindset you're showing towards your learning, especially in maths and writing. You can achieve anything you 
set your mind to Charlotte, never forget that! 

Alasdair C 2RS For the incredible effort you’ve put into your writing!  I’m so impressed by how much your skills have grown in 2 terms, I can’t wait to see 
what you do next. Keep it up Alasdair! 

Lily T 2SH 
For your enthusiasm in Maths! Lily it has been wonderful to see you not only enjoying Maths at school, but continuing to practice your 
learning independently at home and in your free time. What a huge effort you are putting in, no wonder you are such a superstar! Well done 
Lil. 

Parker G 2SH For you curiosity and effort during Maths sessions. Parker it is wonderful to see you so engaged in your Maths and taking on challenges with 
such enthusiasm! Keep up the awesome effort, well done Parker!!! 

Remi Mc 2TW Congratulations on being such a hard working member of 2TW. You always try hard in everything you do and your willingness to answer 
questions in class discussions is fabulous. Keep up the great work Remi! 

Lachlan H

  
2TW  For making super choices at school. I love the way you are making better choices about where you sit on the floor. You are concentrating so 

much better. Keep up the GREAT work. 

Harry K 34E For your fantastic efforts when writing a persuasive piece. You pay attention the structure and language of a persuasive piece and include 
many powerful writing devices to make your writing convincing. Keep up the great work Harry! 

Charlotte S 34J For the hard work and dedication you have shown during reading sessions. I can tell through your thinking tracks that you are trying hard to 
show deeper understandings of the text. 

Nash K 34K Nash is an absolute superstar student! He is a respectful, co-operative, reliable and trustworthy member of our class. Nash, you are to be 
congratulated for all your effort and contributions. You are a role-model to your peers and a delight for your teachers. 

Emily B  34R  Emily has an inquiring mind and always tries her absolute best to improve. She is kind and considerate and a fun friend. Thanks for being such 
a wonderful classmate! 

Thomas C 34S For the enthusiasm and dedication you have shown in your learning. I am so proud of all the effort you are putting in. Keep it up Thomas! 

Gabby L 34S For your enthusiasm and growth mindset. It is great to always see you set yourself personal and learning goals. I can’t wait to see what else 
you achieve! 

Charlie R 56B For excellent leadership skills and teamwork during action teams. It was fantastic to see you run a game for the prep students to play. 

Bailey S 56B For excellent leadership skills and teamwork during action teams. It was fantastic to see you run a game for the prep students to play. 

Jess P 56B For her excellent persuasive piece about screen time. You used evidence to support your arguments and you linked your paragraphs with 
connecting sentences. Well done! 

Will G 56D For his hard work during maths this term. Will has been striving to further his knowledge of multiplication and division and has made some 
fantastic progress. Well done Will. 

Lola S 56F For her AMAZING short narrative writing. Your writing is always creative and your use of a range of sentences makes each piece enjoyable to 
read. You are a true author Lola, keep it up super star! 

Hadley C 56M Hadley has really started digging deep and working hard with his work in the classroom. He is working independently and is beginning to look 
for ways to take his skills to the next level. 

Amy H 56O Amy is a super star in 5/6O! She is always respectful and willing to give everything a try. I am so impressed by your achievements so far and 
can't wait to see what else you achieve! 

Cameron L 56S For being a leader during survivor challenges and writing groups. You help to guide your group and demonstrate the qualities of a GREAT 
team member and leader. Keep it up 

Eliza S 
5/6 D VISUAL ART 

Eliza is a talented young artist and should be commended for the way in which plans her artwork, challenges herself and then sets about 
achieving those goals. I have been very impressed with the progression of her street art self-portrait and of the way in which she has involved 
herself in the Art Action Team projects. Well done Eliza. 

Heidi K-C  
1AD PE For the hardworking attitude you have displayed during our Soccer Unit. You are always keen to learn and approach all tasks with 

enthusiasm. Keep on kicking goals, Heidi! 

Josie E  
Prep BH MUSIC Josie - you are a pleasure to teach. You are always focused and try to achieve your best in each activity of the Music session. Your polite and 

enthusiastic manner is to be commended. Keep up the fabulous work Josie! 

Christian V 
5/6S ITALIAN For working so well at completing set tasks in Italian!! You are working independently and have a lovely manner - Bravo!!! 
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DEVELOPING HOME-SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS 
 

Parent Partnerships – 5 ways to increase good feelings in your family  
 
One way to increase good feelings in your family is to increase the number of compliments kids hear at home. As a rule, the ratio of 
compliments to criticism should be around five to one. That is, there should be five times more positive, affirming comments than 
negative comments. Sometimes this ratio is reversed, resulting in five negative comments for every one positive comment and this 
makes for a toxic environment. 

How does your family rate on this scale? 

If you think about where your family may be on this scale, be careful about how much weight you put on your children’s comments, 
especially to each other. Siblings can be unkind to each other, finding it hard to share a pleasant word, which can skew the positive to 
negative ratio a lot (and sometimes make family life quite awful for everyone.) 

However, this can change over time. Here are five ideas to help you improve the compliments to criticism ratio in your family: 

1. Increase the number of affirmations and compliments you make yourself. 

2. Keep a check on your use of ‘good feeling killers’ (and self-esteem killers). Eradicate comments such as “Typical boy!” “If I’ve 

told you once I’ve told you a 1,000 times, don’t…” “What a stupid thing to say to your brother/sister!” Bite your tongue. If you 
find yourself thinking a criticism, keep it to yourself. 

3. Make kids aware of their negative language. 

4. Make it a habit to follow a negative with a positive. 

5. Let the bad feelings out. 
 

These, along with affectionate phrases and kind remarks, will start to skew the ratio a bit. Aim for a five to one ratio. Not only is this 
good modelling for your kids, but also it will make family life more harmonious. Yep, five to one is your aim. If you can’t do that, then 
you can’t expect it of your kids. 

Constant criticism harms self-esteem, not to mention family harmony. Use ‘I’ statements to let kids understand the impact their 
negative talk has on you and others. “When you talk so aggressively I feel quite scared about what you are going to do next.” It is 
impossible for kids to disagree with ‘I’ statements. 

Teachers try to follow discipline of a student with a compliment or some positive feedback so that we could maintain a good 
relationship. Do the same in your family. Follow discipline, a rebuke or a negative comment with a positive act or comment. Then 
teach your kids to do the same! 

Sometimes there can be such a build-up of ill will between siblings that you need find a way for them to let the bad feelings out. One 
way to do this is let one child vent to you about their sibling. Be warned that you may not like what you hear but a clearing of the air 
can work wonders to improve the family atmosphere. 

Most of these suggestions start with you, the parent. Like everything in family life, whatever you want from your kids, you must take 
the lead and do first. Remember, five positives to one negative is your aim! 

 
Michael Grose 
 
 
 

Roslyn Mackie  

(Home-School Partnerships Leader)    
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SCHOOL CANTEEN 

Operating times for Term 2 

Monday – closed.  There will be no lunch orders or window sales available.  

Tuesday – closed.  There will be no lunch orders or window sales available. 

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday – lunch orders and window sales as usual on these three days. 

Volunteers are desperately needed to help in the canteen. You can volunteer for only one day per term if 
you wish. If you are interested in helping out (you are only required for approximately 1 hour on any day), please go to 

www.carebookings.com.au, type in the parent code "JGU9L" and enter the day(s) that you would be interested in helping.  

 

WOOLWORTHS EARN AND LEARN  
Earn & Learn has started as of 1st May and goes until 25th June 2019.  Stickers can be redeemed when shopping at Woolworths and 
they can be placed in one of three boxes - 

-  at St Helena Woolworths 
-  at Greensborough Woolworths 
-  at school (located at the office)            

There is no need to put the stickers on a sticker sheet - they can come just as they are.  Get family, friends and 
neighbours collecting as many stickers as they can!  Last time we participated in Earn & Learn we collected 
enough stickers to obtain play equipment in the sandpit, resources for maths and science for classrooms and 
lots more. 

 

Miriam 

Canteen Manager  

 

FIRST AID 

ABSENCE DUE TO ILLNESS 

With a large number of students absent from school mainly due to winter illness.   

It is important  to advise us if your child is ill and will not be attending school, as we have some students that have 
low immune systems. 

We appreciate your co-operation in this matter. 

INFLUENZA TYPE A 

We’ve had  reported cases of Influenza Type A confirmed within our community. If you or your family members have any of the 

following symptoms please seek medical advice- Respiratory symptoms such as coughing and sneezing, runny nose, headaches, muscle 

aches and fever. 

MEDICATION GUIDELINES  
If children need to take medication at school, we are more than happy to administer it to your child.   
Please bring the medication to the office in its original packaging and your child must collect the medication at the end of each day to 
take home. 
Medication must not be left in school bags, lunchboxes.  This is a safeguard for all our students. A Medication  Administration 
Instructions form is available at the office. 

MEDICAL PLAN    

If children have any type of Medical plan please ensure you bring it to the office. 

 

Karen Heitzmann 

First Aid Officer    
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INTERSCHOOL SPORT 

Round 7 – Friday 21st June, 2019 
 

Greenhills VS Apollo Parkways (A) – AWAY 

 

 
  

 

 

 

Green Parkways VS Bye 

NMR CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Results to follow next week. 

 

REBEL SPORT SEASON PASS PROGRAM 

Greenhills Primary School is involved in the Rebel Sport Season Pass Program.      

What can you do to help Greenhills primary School benefit from this program? 

Staff, family and friends can link the school to their Rebel Season Pass and instantly start earning credits. 

 

 

Thank-you      

Jordan Daley   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time: Sport: Venue: 

9.30am-10.30am approx. Football Diamond Hills Reserve 

Soccer TBC 

Netball Apollo Parkways PS 

Softball Apollo Parkways PS 
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Community / Sporting Events Advertising 
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